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HOUSE RESOLUTION NO. 41

BY REPRESENTATIVE FOIL

COMMENDATIONS:  Commends Bailey Tinsley for his many accomplishments as a
student

1 A RESOLUTION

2 To commend Bailey Tinsley for his many accomplishments as an extraordinary student at

3 Louisiana State University.

4 WHEREAS, originally from Plano, Texas, Bailey Tinsley is a junior at Louisiana

5 State University (LSU) majoring in digital advertising and minoring in screen arts; and

6 WHEREAS, Bailey was named one of the top fifteen advertising students in the U.S.

7 by the American Advertising Federation, an honor that will allow him to complete a

8 prestigious internship at Slingshot, an advertising agency in Dallas, as part of the Vance and

9 Betty Lee Stickell Internship Program; 2019 is the fourth consecutive year an LSU Manship

10 School of Mass Communication student has been named a Stickell intern, demonstrating the

11 strength of the digital advertising program at Manship; and

12 WHEREAS, Bailey's grade point average is the highest among all advertising

13 students at the school; a member of the Ogden Honors College, he is the recipient of the

14 LSU President's Alumni Scholarship for his academic achievements; and

15 WHEREAS, serving as a screen arts research assistant, Bailey works with the LSU

16 Screen Arts Director to conduct research for documentaries, direct interviews, and

17 conceptualize sequences; and 

18 WHEREAS, the quality of Bailey's efforts, his dedication, and his hard work bring

19 tremendous pride and honor to his family and friends, the LSU community, and the state of

20 Louisiana.
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1 THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the House of Representatives of the

2 Legislature of Louisiana does hereby commend Bailey Tinsley for his many

3 accomplishments as an extraordinary student; does hereby recognize and record for posterity

4 his record of academic excellence; and does hereby extend to Bailey best wishes for

5 continued success in his future.

6 BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that a suitable copy of this Resolution be transmitted

7 to Bailey Tinsley.

DIGEST

The digest printed below was prepared by House Legislative Services.  It constitutes no part
of the legislative instrument.  The keyword, one-liner, abstract, and digest do not constitute
part of the law or proof or indicia of legislative intent.  [R.S. 1:13(B) and 24:177(E)]

HR 41 Original 2019 Regular Session Foil

Commends Bailey Tinsley for his many accomplishments as an extraordinary student.
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